There is a longstanding debate about whether banking panics and other financial crises always have fundamental causes or are sometimes the result of self-fulfilling beliefs. Disagreement on this point would seem to present a serious obstacle to designing policies that promote financial stability. However, we show that the appropriate choice of policy is invariant to the underlying cause of banking panics in some situations. In our model, the anticipation of being bailed out in the event of a crisis distorts the incentives of financial institutions and their investors. Two policies that aim to correct this distortion are compared: restricting policymakers from engaging in bailouts, and allowing bailouts but taxing the short-term liabilities of financial institutions. We find that the latter policy yields higher equilibrium welfare regardless of whether panics are sometimes caused by self-fulfilling beliefs.
Introduction
The recent financial crisis has generated a lively discussion about what actions policy makers should take to promote financial stability and to guard against the possibility of future crises. A wide range of competing proposals have been put forth. Evaluating these proposals requires having a theory of financial instability. Gorton (2010) argues that the recent crisis was -at its heart -a panic, similar in structure to the events that plagued the U.S. banking system in the 19th century.
In such an event, many investors withdraw their funds from banks and other financial institutions in a short period of time, placing severe strain on the financial system. A sizable literature studies banking panics and financial crises more generally; see Allen and Gale (2007) for an overview and references. The models in this literature provide a natural starting point for the analysis of current policy proposals.
There is, however, a long-standing debate in this literature about the underlying causes of financial panics and how these events are best captured in economic models. One view is that panics are invariably caused by some fundamental shock that makes the banking system insolvent. Gorton (1988), for example, argues that historical banking panics occurred when investors received information signalling an economic downturn (see also Allen and Gale, 1998) . Since a downturn would likely cause banks to suffer significant losses on their loan portfolios, and possibly to fail, depositors would rush to withdraw their funds before this occurred.
The opposing view is that financial panics are often driven by the self-fulfilling beliefs of investors. If, for whatever reason, many investors attempt to withdraw their funds in a short period of time, the financial system will be unable to meet all of their demands even in the absence of a significant shock to fundamentals. An individual investor who expects a surge of withdrawals may, therefore, find it her best interest to join the "run" and attempt to withdraw her own funds before it is too late. In other words, the anticipated losses from a surge of withdrawals may itself lead investors to panic. This view also has a long history (see, for example, the discussion in Kindleberger, 1978) and was formalized in the language of modern economic theory by Diamond and Dybvig (1983) .
Determining which of these two views more accurately describes actual events is an inherently difficult exercise. Financial crises are infrequent events and there is a limited amount of available data that can be used to distinguish between the two views. Existing empirical work focuses on establishing a correlation between economic fundamentals and the occurrence of financial panics. Miron (1986) , Gorton (1988) and others argue that such a correlation implies that panics are caused by shifts in these fundamentals. Ennis (2003) points out, however, that models of self-fulfilling financial panics will tend to generate this same type of correlation under reasonable equilibrium selection rules, so that the presence of this correlation alone cannot be used to distinguish between the two views. Moreover, establishing the importance (or unimportance) of self-fulfilling beliefs in causing a panic requires answering a counterfactual question: would an individual investor have withdrawn even if she expected other investors to leave their funds in the financial system? Answering such questions on the basis of data from observed crises is intrinsically difficult. 1 This situation would seem to present a serious problem for policy makers. Without broad agreement on whether or not financial panics can result from shifts in investors' beliefs, how can one choose between competing paradigms for prudential regulation and for financial stability policy more generally? In this paper, we show that, for some issues, the appropriate choice of policy regime is invariant to the view one holds on the underlying cause of panics. In other words, it may not be necessary to establish which of the two views is more accurate in order to provide useful policy advice. We construct a version of the model of Diamond and Dybvig (1983) in which a panic can result from either a fundamental shock or a shift in investors' beliefs. We study one particular policy question and show that the prescription coming out of the model does not depend on the type of panics to which the economy is susceptible.
The policy issue we study here relates to bailouts and the associated moral hazard problem. A number of different interventions by governments and central banks during the recent crisis can be considered bailouts, that is, transfers of public funds to private agents who are facing losses on their investments. The anticipation of receiving such a bailout is commonly believed to distort the incentives faced by financial institutions and their investors, leading these institutions to take on too much risk, leverage, and illiquidity from a social point of view. The difficult question is how policy makers should deal with this issue. Some observers claim that if policy makers could credibly commit not to engage in such bailouts in the future, the incentive distortions would be removed 1 Some authors have argued that the degree to which depositors discriminate between banks during a panic provides evidence on the underlying cause of the event. See, for example, Saunders and Wilson (1996) , Mason (1997, 2003) and Schumacher (2000) . However, the Ennis (2003) critique again applies: all but the simplest models of self-fulfilling panics will tend to generate the same correlations as a model of fundamentals-based panics. and the reactions of financial institutions and their investors would lead to a more stable financial system. Others argue that it would be preferable to allow policy makers to retain discretion in using bailouts, but to use prudential policy tools to offset the resulting incentive distortion. Which approach is more effective? Is it better to restrict policy makers' reaction to a crisis, or to intervene ex ante to alter the incentives faced by intermediaries and their investors?
We address these questions in a model based on that in Keister (2010) , which assumed that panics are the result of self-fulfilling beliefs. We extend the model by introducing intrinsic uncertainty: the level of fundamental withdrawal demand is assumed to be random. A realization of high withdrawal demand can spark a panic, in which all depositors attempt to withdraw, for one of two reasons. First, the level of fundamental withdrawal demand can simply serve as a coordination device for depositors' beliefs. We say a panic is caused by expectations when individual depositors' decisions to withdraw are based, at least in part, on the belief that withdrawals by other depositors will compromise the solvency of the banking system. In other situations, however, the realization of high withdrawal demand will itself be significant enough to provoke a panic, independent of depositors' beliefs about the actions of others. We say that a panic is caused by fundamentals if the realized configuration of parameter values is such that withdrawing is a dominant action for depositors.
We consider the problem facing an economy that must adopt one of two approaches to promoting financial stability. The first option is a no-bailouts restriction: policy makers will be prohibited from transferring any public resources to private agents. In the second option, policy makers are given full discretion in the choice of bailout policy and a tax is placed on the short-term liabilities of financial institutions. The idea behind this policy is to allow policy makers to react to a financial crisis in an unconstrained way while attempting to offset the associated incentive distortion through a Pigouvian tax (as advocated, for example, in Kocherlakota, 2010).
We ask which policy yields higher expected utility for depositors under two different views about the underlying cause of banking panics: one in which panics may be caused by expectations, and the other in which panics are only caused by fundamentals. We show that the discretionary bailouts policy with a tax on short-term liabilities generates higher equilibrium welfare under both views. In other words, broad agreement on the cause of financial panics is not required for choosing a policy regime in this model.
In the next section, we describe the model and the competing views of financial fragility. In Section 3, we derive the equilibrium strategy profiles and allocations under each of the two policy regimes. We present our main result in Section 4, showing that the discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on short-term liabilities is superior regardless of whether one views panics are being caused by expectations or fundamentals, and we offer some concluding remarks in Section 5.
The Model
Our model builds on that in Keister (2010) , which is a version of the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model augmented to include fiscal policy and a public good. We add aggregate uncertainty about the level of fundamental withdrawal demand to the model so that a panic can potentially be caused by either a shock to fundamentals or by a shift in beliefs.
The environment
There are three time periods,  = 0, 1, 2 Each of a continuum of depositors, indexed by  ∈ [0 1], has preferences given by
where   is consumption of the private good in period  and  is the level of public good. The parameter   is a binomial random variable with support Θ = {0 1} If the realized value of   is zero, depositor  is impatient and only cares about early consumption. A depositor's type   is revealed to her in period 1 and is private information. We assume the functions  and  to be of the constant relative risk-aversion (CRRA) form, with
As in Diamond and Dybvig (1983) , the coefficient of relative risk-aversion  is assumed to be greater than one.
Each depositor has an endowment of one unit of the good in period 0. There is a single, constantreturns-to-scale investment technology: goods invested at  = 0 yield a gross return of 1 if held for one period or   1 if held for two periods. This technology is operated by a set of competitive banks, each of which accepts deposits in period 0 and allows withdrawals in the later periods. Because depositors' types are private information, a bank allows each depositor to choose when she will withdraw. This arrangement, which resembles the type of demand-deposit contracts commonly used in reality, is well known to be capable of implementing desirable allocations in economies with private information. However, such arrangements may also create the possibility of a panic in which all depositors attempt to withdraw early, regardless of their realized preference type.
At  = 1 the economy will be in one of two states,  ∈  ≡ { }  The probability of being impatient for an individual depositor in state  is given by    with       By a law of large numbers, the fraction of the population that is impatient will also equal    In other words, state  represents a shock to fundamentals in which a high fraction of the population faces an immediate consumption need. Let  ∈ (0 1) denote the probability of state  Banks are unable to directly observe the realization of the state ; they must try to infer this information from the flow of withdrawals by depositors.
Depositors are isolated from each other in periods 1 and 2 and no trade can occur among them.
Upon learning her preference type, each depositor chooses either to withdraw her funds in period 1 or to wait until period 2. Depositors who choose to withdraw in period 1 arrive at their bank one at a time in a randomly-determined order. As in Wallace (1988 Wallace ( , 1990 ), these depositors must consume immediately upon arrival. This sequential-service constraint implies that the payment made to such a depositor can only depend on the information received by the bank up to that point;
we discuss the implications of this constraint in detail below.
We place no restrictions on the payments a bank can make to its depositors other than those imposed by the information structure and sequential service constraint described above. 2 In particular, a bank is free to adjust the payment it gives to its remaining depositors when new information arrives. We follow Ennis and Keister (2009, 2010) in assuming that banks cannot commit to future actions; each acts to maximize the expected utility of its depositors at all times. This inability to commit implies that they are unable to use the type of suspension of convertibility plans discussed in Diamond and Dybvig (1983) or the type of run-proof contracts studied in Cooper and Ross (1998) . Instead, the payment given to each depositor who withdraws in period 1 will be an optimal response to the current situation.
There is also a benevolent policy maker who can tax endowments in period 0 store these resources until period 1, and then convert them one-for-one into units of the public good. Let  denote the fraction of depositors' endowment collected in taxes at  = 0 The objective of the policy maker is to maximize the equal-weighted sum of individual expected utilities,
The policy maker faces the same informational and limited-commitment frictions as banks. In particular, the policy maker must infer the state  by observing the flow of withdrawals and will choose its actions to maximize the above objective at each point in time.
The policy maker will also adopt one of two policy regimes in an attempt to mitigate the moral hazard problems that arise if there are bailouts, that is, transfers of tax revenue to banks at  = 1 in response to an adverse shock. One regime simply prohibits bailouts: all tax revenue must be used to provide the public good in both states. The other regime allows bailouts to occur in state  and also allows the policy maker to place a Pigouvian tax on banks' short-term liabilities. The discrete nature of this choice between policy regimes is intended to reflect the difficulty of committing in advance to specific, state-contingent plans of action, particularly during times of crisis. The policy maker can thus commit not to engage in bailouts at all, but cannot commit in advance to the details of a bailout package. These details will be determined ex post, as a best response by the policy maker to the situation at hand. Both policy regimes are described in more detail in Section 3 below.
Strategies
Each depositor chooses a strategy that lists the period in which she will attempt to withdraw (1 or 2) for each possible realization of her preference type   and the state 
Let  denote a profile of withdrawal strategies for all depositors. Because impatient depositors only care about period 1 consumption, withdrawing in period 2 is a strictly dominated action and any equilibrium strategy profile will have all depositors withdrawing in period 1 when impatient. We focus on symmetric equilibria, in which all depositors follow the same strategy, and on equilibria in which patient depositors choose to wait until period 2 to withdraw in state  The latter restriction serves only to simplify the presentation; we focus on crises that occur in state  and not in state The model we present here captures, in a stylized way, one aspect of these vulnerabilities and their amplifying effects.
Best-response allocations. In principle, a bank can distribute its available resources across depositors in any way that is consistent with their withdrawal decisions and its own information set. We can, however, simplify matters considerably by determining the general form an efficient response to any strategy profile  must take. A bank knows that at least a fraction   of its depositors will withdraw in period 1 in both states. As the first   withdrawals take place, therefore, it are unable to make any inference about the state and will choose to give the same level of consumption to each withdrawing depositor; let  1 denote this amount for bank .
After   withdrawals have been made, one of two things will occur: either withdrawals will stop, in which case banks and the policy maker can infer the state is  or withdrawals will continue, in which case they can immediately infer that the state must be . In the former case, banks know that the remaining fraction 1 −   of their depositors are all patient and will withdraw in period 2 Bank  will divide the matured value of its remaining resources evenly between these depositors. Let  2 denote the amount received by each of these depositors.
If, on the other hand, banks infer that state  has occurred, they realize that some impatient 
We assume that each bank is able to efficiently allocate its available resources among its remaining depositors, even if  ()  0 and a panic is underway. In particular, we assume that the remaining patient depositors do not withdraw early, but instead withdraw in period 2. In state  the policy maker uses all of the tax revenue to provide the public good; let  denote the amount provided. In state  the policy maker may (depending on the policy regime in place)
choose to make bailout payments to banks in order to increase the resources available for the remaining depositors. Let b  denote the amount of public good that is provided in state ; this value will be lower than  if bailout payments are made.
The best response of banks and the policy maker to a given profile of withdrawal strategies can thus be summarized by a vector of six numbers,
We refer to this vector c as the best-response allocation associated with strategy profile  It is straightforward to show that c depends only on the fraction  of depositors following the panic strategy in  and not on the identities of these depositors. We therefore use c () to denote this best-response relationship. In Section 3, we derive the allocation c () under each policy regime.
Given a best-response allocation c and the value of b  in (3), depositors' expected utility at  = 0 can be written as
Equilibrium and fragility
An equilibrium of the model is a strategy profile  * in which each depositor is choosing the strategy  *  that maximizes her own expected utility, taking as given the strategies of other depositors and the allocation c ( ( * )) that results from the best-responses of banks and the policy maker to those strategies. Our analysis focuses on two possible symmetric, pure-strategy equilibria: a panic, in which patient depositors attempt to withdraw early in state  (that is,  = 1) and a non-panic in which they do not (that is,  = 0). In general terms, a panic occurs in equilibrium when the allocation c gives individual patient depositors an incentive to withdraw early in state . A patient depositor who tries to withdraw early will receive either  1 (if she is among the first   depositors to withdraw) or b  2 (if she is not). If she waits until period 2 to withdraw, she will receive b  2 for sure. She has an incentive to withdraw early, therefore, if and only if  1 ≥ b  2 holds. It will be useful to summarize this incentive as follows.
Definition 1: For a given allocation c the incentive to run is given by
Notice that  is positive when  1 is greater than b  2 and negative when the reverse is true. Using this notation, a panic equilibrium exists if
that is, if an individual patient depositor has an incentive to withdraw early under the allocation c that results from the best response of banks and policy makers to the strategy profile with  = 1.
Similarly, a no-panic equilibrium exists if
that is, if a patient agent has an incentive to wait until period 2 when c results from the best response to the strategy profile with  = 0
Our model is a generalization of that in Keister (2010) , which studies the special case where
In that case, the no-panic equilibrium always exists and a panic equilibrium may or may not exist, depending on the policy regime and parameter values. The model we study here, in contrast, can have a unique equilibrium in which a panic necessarily occurs. We introduce the following terminology to distinguish these different situations.
Definition 2:
An economy is weakly fragile if the strategy profile satisfying  ( * ) = 1 is an equilibrium.
Definition 3:
An economy is strongly fragile if the strategy profile satisfying  ( * ) = 1 is the only equilibrium.
If an economy is weakly fragile, a patient depositor has an incentive to withdraw early in state
 if she expects all other patient depositors to do the same. In this case, the belief that a panic will occur can be self-fulfilling. If an economy is strongly fragile, in contrast, a patient depositor's optimal action in state  does not depend on whether she expects other patient depositors to withdraw. The only outcome consistent with equilibrium in this case is for all patient depositors to attempt to withdraw early.
An economy  is defined by the parameters (         )  Let Φ  and Φ  denote the subset of economies that are weakly fragile and strongly fragile, respectively. It follows immediately from the definitions above that
that is, a strongly fragile economy is weakly fragile, but the reverse is often not true. and Dybvig (1983) and others can be captured by instead supposing that a panic occurs in state  whenever the economy is weakly fragile. In this view, a panic can also arise when the fundamental shock is small if the shock leads to a self-fulfilling shift in depositors' beliefs. Notice that the the difference between these competing views is a matter of equilibrium selection: when both a no-panic and a panic equilibrium exist, the fundamentals view selects the former as being relevant for policy analysis and the expectations view selects the latter. 4 Our goal in this paper is to study the policy prescriptions that come out of the model under each of these views. In the next section, we introduce the policy regimes we consider: a no-bailouts restriction and a discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on short-term liabilities. In each case, we derive the best-response allocation associated with different profiles of withdrawal strategies and the resulting properties of equilibrium. In Section 4 we compare welfare under the two regimes and show that the discretionary regime with a tax on short-term liabilities is superior under both views. In this sense, the preferred policy regime in our model is invariant to one's view of the underlying cause of banking panics.
Best-response Allocations and Equilibrium Fragility
In this section, we derive the best response of banks and the policy maker to depositors' withdrawal strategies under two different policy regimes. In the first regime, the policy maker is restricted from providing any bailout payments. In the second, the policy maker has full discretion in bailout policy and uses a tax on banks' short-term liabilities to offset the resulting incentive distortion. We then use the allocations generated by these best responses to derive conditions under which an economy is weakly and strongly fragile in each policy regime.
The post-crisis payment schedule
We begin by deriving the efficient way for a bank to allocate its remaining resources if, after a fraction   of its depositors have withdrawn, it infers that the state is  Let   denote the quantity of resources available to bank  in per-depositor terms, after these withdrawals have taken place.
Bank  will distribute these resources to solve
subject to the resource constraint
and appropriate non-negativity conditions. Letting b   denote the multiplier on (7), the solution to this problem is characterized by the conditions
The best-response allocation under a no-bailouts restriction
We now derive the entire allocation c that results from the best response of banks and the policy maker to depositors' withdrawal strategies under a no-bailouts restriction. This allocation can then be used to determine which strategy profiles are consistent with equilibrium.
Early payments. Suppose bank  expects depositors to follow a strategy profile in which the fraction of patient depositors attempting to withdraw early is  A fraction   of all depositors will withdraw, each receiving  1  before the bank is able to infer the state. The payment  1 will be chosen to solve
subject to the resource constraints
and the incentive compatibility condition  2 ≥  1 . The objective function is the expected utility of bank 's depositors, measured before the state is known, which includes the utility value b  associated with the efficient response to a crisis from problem (6). The incentive compatibility constraint guarantees that withdrawing early is not a dominant strategy for patient depositors in state ; it is straightforward to show that this latter constraint never binds in the solution to this problem. This solution is characterized by the first-order condition
Since all banks face the same optimization problem, they will all choose the same levels of ( 1   2 )  This fact implies that all banks will have the same level of resources   after the first   withdrawals have been made and, hence, will choose the same post-crisis payment schedule
We can, therefore, omit the  subscripts when referring to the best-response payments
Taxes. Under a no-bailouts restriction, all tax revenue collected by the policy maker must be used to provide the public good in both states, that is
In period 0 the policy maker chooses the tax rate  to maximize depositors' expected utility,
subject to the constraint (12), where  1 and  2 are determined as functions of  by conditions (9) and (11), and   is given by (10) .
The solution to (13) , combined with equations (7) - (12), defines the allocation of resources that results from the best response by banks and the policy maker to a given strategy profile under a no-bailouts restriction. Let c  () denote this allocation. Using the form of the utility function in (2), we can derive a closed-form expression for this allocation; this expression is presented in Appendix A.1.
Fragility.
With the allocation c  in hand, we can now precisely identify the conditions under which an economy is weakly and strongly fragile under a no-bailouts restriction. We begin with the following proposition.
strictly increasing in 
This result shows that the game played by depositors exhibits strategic complementarities: withdrawing early becomes more attractive to an individual depositor when the fraction of other depositors withdrawing early is higher. As more patient depositors withdraw early in state  more impatient depositors will need to be served from the post-crisis resources  which implies that the is nonempty and strictly contained in Φ    which is itself strictly contained in the set of all economies. In other words, some economies are strictly fragile under a no-bailouts restriction, others are only weakly fragile, and some are not fragile at all.
The best-response allocation with discretionary bailouts and liabilities tax
Next, we derive the best-response allocation c under the alternative policy regime.
Taxing short-term liabilities. The prospect of receiving a bailout in the event of a crisis introduces a distortion by removing banks' incentive to provision for realizations of high withdrawal demand.
To offset this distortion, the policy maker may choose to tax banks' short-term liabilities. Since a fraction   of bank 's depositors will be allowed to each withdraw an amount  1 before the bank and the policy maker are able to infer the state of nature, we can think of    1 as measuring the bank's short-term liabilities per depositor -these are the liabilities that can exit the banking system before the bank or policy maker can react to an incipient crisis. Suppose each intermediary must pay a fee that is proportional to this value; let  denote the tax rate. Then the resource constraint facing intermediary  in state  is given by
The revenue from the liabilities tax is also used for the provision of the public good. Letting   denote the fraction of depositors in the economy who have deposited with bank , the policy maker's resource constraint in state  is
In state  when bailouts occur, the constraint is
where   ≥ 0 represents the bailout payment received by bank  in per depositor terms. We begin by deriving the best-response bailout policy. We then proceed in the same way as in the previous section, deriving banks' and the policy maker's best ex ante responses to depositors' withdrawal strategies.
Bailouts. We assume that the policy maker cannot commit to a specific bailout plan in advance;
instead, the bailout payments to each bank will be chosen as a best response to the current situation.
In particular, the bailout payments in state  are allocated across banks in an ex post efficient manner. The problem of choosing the efficient bailout policy can be written as
subject to
and the budget constraint (16) . The solution to this problem is characterized by first-order condi-
which immediately imply
In other words, the ex post efficient bailout payments equalize the resources available for private consumption across banks. The incentive problems that will be caused by this bailout policy are clear: a bank with fewer remaining resources (because it chose a higher value of  1 ) will receive a larger bailout payment, which will lead all banks to set  1 too high from a social point of view.
The tax on short-term liabilities described above aims to correct this distortion.
Early payments. Suppose bank  expects depositors to follow a strategy profile in which the fraction of patient depositors attempting to withdraw early is  The bank anticipates that the bailout payment   will be set according to (18) . In particular, the bank recognizes that the consumption of its remaining depositors in state  will be independent of its own choice of  1  In choosing  1 , therefore, the bank will treat the utility of these investors as a constant, which we denote b 
The bank will set  1 to solve
subject to the resource constraint (14) and the incentive compatibility condition  2 ≥  1 . The firstorder condition characterizing the solution when the incentive compatibility constraint does not bind is
The distortion of incentives is again evident: the equilibrium payment  1 balances the marginal value of resources in the early period against the marginal value of resources in the late period in state  only, ignoring the value of resources in state . As above, all banks face the same decision problem and will choose the same values of ( 1   2 )  The fact that the bailout payments equalize resources   across banks implies that all banks also face the same decision problem in choosing the post-run payments (b  1  b  2 ) and will select the same values. We can, therefore, omit all  subscripts in what follows.
The policy maker chooses the tax rates  and  to solve
subject to the constraints (15) and (16), where  1 and  2 are determined by the first-order condition (21) and the constraint (14) , and where   is given by (17) . Notice that the policy maker's objective function differs from that of banks because the policy maker recognizes that the value b  depends on the total quantity of resources remaining after the first   withdrawals have taken place, whereas individual banks take this value as given.
The solution to (22) , combined with the earlier first-order conditions and resource constraints defines the allocation that represents the best response by banks and the policy maker to a given strategy profile under a discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on short-term liabilities. Let c  () denote this allocation. A closed-form expression for the allocation is presented in Appendix A.2.
Fragility. We now use the allocation c  to identify conditions for weak and strong fragility under this policy regime. We begin with a monotonicity result similar to Proposition 1.
In other words, the game played by depositors also exhibits strategic complementarities under this policy regime. A proof is given in Appendix B. The result allows us to state precise conditions for weak and strong fragility in a way that mirrors Corollary 1. Let Φ   and Φ   denote the set of economies that are weakly and strongly fragile, respectively, under this regime. Then the next result follows directly from Proposition 2.
Using this result and the solution for c  presented in Appendix A.2, it is straightforward to show that some economies are strongly fragile under this policy regime, others are only weakly fragile, and some are not fragile at all.
Corollaries 1 and 2 can be used to identify the equilibrium values of  in our model under each of the two policy regimes for any given economy . Together with the best-response allocations c  () and   ()  these values of  characterize the equilibrium allocation of resources in our model. With this information in hand, we are now ready to address the question of which policy regime yields higher expected utility for depositors.
Comparing Policies
Our main interest is in determining whether the policy prescriptions that come out of the model depend on the view one takes of the underlying cause of banking panics. In this section, we compare the expected utility of depositors under the policy regimes studied above in two different ways. First, we adopt the fundamentals view by supposing that a panic occurs in state  only when the economy is strongly fragile. We show that under this view the discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on short-term liabilities yields higher expected utility than the no-bailouts regime for every economy. We then show that the same conclusion holds under the expectations view, in which a panic occurs in state  in all weakly fragile economies. Together, these results show that the optimal choice of policy regime in this model is invariant to one's view on the underlying cause of panics.
To establish these results, it is helpful to introduce some additional notation. Let  ∈ {  } denote the policy regime. For a given economy  depositors' expected utility according to the fundamentals view is given by 
In this view, a panic occurs in state  whenever the economy is weakly fragile, so the set Φ These two panels plot the gain in ex ante welfare from choosing the discretionary regime over the no-bailouts regime,   −    as the probability of state  ranges from zero to one. As established by the proposition, this difference is always positive, meaning that the discretionary regime generates higher expected utility for all values of  ∈ (0 1) under both views. withdrawal behavior, the discretionary regime generates a more efficient allocation of resources.
By permitting bailouts, this regime allows the policy maker to vary the level of public good across states of nature in a way that matches the variation in the marginal value of private consumption.
Under the no-bailouts regime, in contrast, the level of public good is the same in both states, which leaves it inefficiently high in state  (and inefficiently low in state ). The tax on banks' shortterm liabilities is also essential for this result, as it offsets the incentive distortion that arises from the bailout policy. Together, the flexible bailouts and Pigouvian tax actually generate the allocation c that maximizes depositors' expected utility conditional on the profile of withdrawal strategies.
The allocation generated by the no-bailouts regime for the same profile of withdrawal strategies always yields lower expected utility. 5 The second benefit of the discretionary regime is that it promotes financial stability by making the set of fragile economies strictly smaller than under the no-bailouts regime. This fact can be seen in the bottom panels in Figure The top panels in the figure show the combined effect of these two benefits of the discretionary regime with a tax on short-term liabilities under each view about the causes of banking panics.
For small values of , the economy is fragile under both regimes, while for large values of  it is fragile under neither regime. In these regions, the discretionary regime yields higher expected utility because it results in a more efficient allocation of resources. For intermediate values of , the benefit of the discretionary regime is much larger because it also eliminates the panic in state
. The precise gain is different in panels A and B because the two views are based on different notions of fragility and, hence, the cutoff points for the three regions are different. However, the basic forces at work are identical and the same general result obtains under both views: for every economy , depositors' expected utility is higher under the discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on banks' short-term liabilities. This result demonstrates that it is possible, at least in some cases, to provide policy advice without having to first determine which of the two views more accurately describes the underlying causes of financial panics.
Concluding Remarks
Policy makers and academics around the world are currently engaged in a wide-ranging discussion about the reform of financial regulation and prudential banking policy. One element of this discussion is how to deal with the issues created by bailouts. There is widespread agreement that the anticipation of being bailed out in the event of a crisis distorts the incentives of financial institutions and their investors, leading them to take actions that are socially inefficient and may, in addition, leave the economy more susceptible to a crisis. There is no consensus, however, about the best way to design a policy regime to mitigate these problems.
A number of recent papers examine bailout policy in models that include moral hazard concerns and account for the possible time inconsistency of policy makers' objectives. 6 Each of these papers makes some assumption about the underlying causes of a crisis: it either is the unique equilibrium outcome following some real shock to the economy or it is one of several equilibria and hence results, in part, from the self-fulfilling beliefs of agents in the model. There is a long-standing debate about which of these two approaches best captures the complex array of forces that combine to generate real-world financial crises. This ongoing debate would seem to present a serious hindrance to using such models for policy analysis. Without knowing whether or not panics can result from self-fulfilling beliefs, how can one decide which type of model should be used to evaluate alternative policy regimes?
We have shown how, in some cases, it is possible to perform meaningful policy analysis without taking a stand on the question of whether financial panics are driven by expectations or fundamentals. We constructed a model in which, depending on parameter values, a panic may be part of the unique equilibrium, one of multiple equilibria, or inconsistent with equilibrium. We evaluated alternative policy regimes in this model under two competing views about the underlying cause of crises. According to the fundamentals view, a panic occurs only if it is the unique equilibrium outcome following an adverse shock. The expectations view, in contrast, holds that a panic occurs whenever it is an equilibrium outcome; if there are multiple equilibria, the panic is then driven by the self-fulfilling beliefs of investors. We showed that the policy prescriptions that come out of the model are the same under both views. In particular, a discretionary bailouts regime with a tax on the short-term liabilities of financial institutions yields higher welfare than a strict no-bailouts regime regardless of whether one adopts the fundamentals view or the expectations view.
While our focus in this paper is on a single policy issue, the point we aim to make is more general. Much effort has been devoted to trying to determine the extent to which financial crises can be caused by self-fulfilling beliefs. This work has generated important insights, but has not led to a definitive answer to this difficult question. The lack of a clear answer does not imply, however, that the insights gained from this work cannot be used to inform the current policy debate. Our analysis here shows how these insights can be useful in studying one particular policy issue. Future work could examine other policy questions, or could seek to identify conditions under which a more general invariance result might hold.
Appendix A. Best-Response Allocations

A.1 Best-response allocations under a no-bailouts policy
The best-responses of banks and the policy maker to a profile of withdrawal strategies  under a nobailouts restriction generates an allocation c  that is characterized by the resource constraints (7), (9), (10) and (12); the first-order conditions (8) and (11); and the solution to problem (13) . It can be shown that these same conditions also characterize the solution to the problem of maximizing (4) subject to
and the no-bailouts restriction b  =  In other words, c  is the allocation that maximizes depositors' ex ante expected utility subject to the basic resource constraints (23) and (24) and the no-bailouts restriction. Using the functional form (2), the allocation c  is given by
is given by (3) . Note that this solution depends on the profile of withdrawal strategies  only through the fraction  of depositors following the panic strategy.
A.2 Best-response allocations under a discretionary bailouts policy
The best-responses of banks and the policy maker under a discretionary bailouts policy with a tax on short-term liabilities generates an allocation c  that is characterized by the resource constraints (7) and (14) - (17); the first-order conditions (8) , (18) , and (21); and the solution to (22) .
We begin the process of deriving this allocation by restating the maximization problem (22) in different terms. The policy maker can be viewed as directly choosing the allocation c subject to the constraint that this allocation () is feasible under some tax policy ( )  () reflects banks' optimal choice of payment schedules, and () reflects the bailout policy that will be followed if state  occurs. That is, problem (22) is equivalent to choosing the allocation c that maximizes (4) subject to the constraint that c is an element of the set
c : ∃  such that (7) and (14) - (17) hold,
Note that the last equality on the second line follows from (8) and (18) 
It is straightforward to show that Ω  ⊂ Ω holds, meaning that the second optimization problem has a strictly larger constraint set. If the solution to this second problem, c *  lies in the smaller constraint set Ω   then it must be the case that c * also solves the more constrained problem, or that c  = c * holds.
We show that c * ∈ Ω  in three steps. First, comparing the first equality in (28) with the third line of (26) shows that c * will satisfy the latter if  is set to
Second, the equalities in (27) are the same as the second line of (26), so c * necessarily satisfies these conditions. Finally, it straightforward to show that resource constraints in the first line of (26) reduce to the basic basic resource constraints (23) and (24) for any value of  including  * as defined in (29). These steps demonstrate that c * ∈ Ω  holds and, hence, that c  = c * 
Using the first-order conditions (27) and (28), together with the resource constraints (23) and (24) and the functional form (2), c  can be shown to equal
The second lemma shows the set of fragile economies is strictly smaller under the policy regime with discretionary bailouts and a tax on short-term liabilities than under a no-bailouts regime. 
